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This.paper was written to assist persons designing programs in

community colleges and technical institutes that produCe technicians4kho

will work in the technological envireinTfont. The first section

duces the reader to the product develdpmeht,cycle in whicA technicians

work. The second section explains the requirements and criteria for

technical educ'ation programs and training prdgrams. The third section

gives information for aspecific'technological area (electronics)

'concerning careers ancr,program requirginents. Last', fori persons in-

volved in advising future, potehtial 'students entrance requirements

for techn clan education are described.
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The Product -Development tyc

,Theproduct development cycle consists of five components:

researching to discover new materials

facturikg, marketifig and selling, and

and processes, developing, mane-

installing, maintaining,ande
f.

servicihg. TeChniCi4PS Arvt'in each component of this' cycle.

In'the. research component the technologist* works under the

direction of a research engineer to measure and test materials and

den fabrication processes. The materials andprocesses invented

via research are then developed into a product, The development

componeninvolis technicians in.various capacities, generally in

'prototyping the product through laboratbry testing to adhieve quality

assurance.

The developed product then is analyzed to design a manufacturing

procqss. Techniclans in matiufacturing apply their knowledge of

robotics, auttI:mated assembly lines, electronics, mechanic skills and

quality control techniques.

Technicians at various points in a career are usually required to

market and sell products in additionto theinstallation, testing, and

maintenance of the products. Many service technicians also referred

to as service engineers or customer-engineers, prefer sales functions

and are a valuable input to themarketing of a product. The installation

. function f.s,-more,mechanical and does not require the same level of skill

and knowledge as those of maintenance:

The term technologist means a person has a 4 year baccalaureate

degree. A 'technician usually has a two year associate degree.



Requirements and Criteria
for

Technology Programs and Training Programs

A curriculum structured around fundamentals:and core technology Courses

is preferred to one centered around training. Typically,,in times of rapid-

ly changing technology an individual's training may not endure the changes.

Individuals mayfind'it frustrating or even impossible to acquire the new

skills needed. to maintain themselves in.the technology. A .balanced program

will provide the mathematics and science fundamentals core technology angl

some specialization courses essential for maintenance of skills4. Employers

are generally reluctant tosplace persons 'with only vocational training in

areas of responsibility which may use sophisticated equipment. This view

is shared by others in the field. A group of technical educators and in-

dustrial representatives studying the manpower rpquirements of Ohio "...found,

that'al hough the executives are supportive,of vocational education, they do

il
not vi vocational education as a resource for training persons for high-

techno .ogy positions. They want to employ technical education graduates of

two year or four year colleges for these positions. ,(McCormick, 1983).

Mathematics in the program should provide a 'solid background in algebra

and trigonometry. Oepeoding on the program, emphasis, other hematics courses
..,

should include calculus, for engineering technologies or.stat tics for -manu-:

facturing technologies. 'A minimum ofd ore year of mathematics, exclusive of

any developmental mathematics needed to correct student mathematic deficiencies;

is highly recommended. A programmtflg course in a higherievellanguage
(BASIC,-FORTAIN, or Pascal) is a necessary part of any technology pAgram. .

This 'programming course shouls be a technical problem.solving course with

studfnts developing the solution algorithm.and programming the compUter.
,

Technical skills in microprocessors and microcomputers should be part

of the technical am. However, a careful analysis of specific goals

should be made be embarking On Vcocomputer and microprocessor tech-

.nology as the-center theme of a $rogra(n. Specifically, microprocessor based

systems are being designed-with fault tolerance, and diagnostics that prior

to the `advent of the microprocessor would. be unthinkable.. Such desjgns

require verylittle technical competence to be maintained in the field.

Therefore, computer. field service m not require the skill levels and

T :command the salaries usually assoc ted with technology level skills

However,.there are critical skills n the area of microprocessor interfacing-,

networking, testing and programming essential in product development, board

testin4'and manufacturing that should be a major ,contideration in a program.
. , 4

i -,

Repe re has been a emphasis to develop narrow two year tech-

tiologyprogt areas such as Microcomputers, Telecommunications, Robotics,

)0pto-ElEctro Unlassrthere is an overwhelming industrial, need in the local

area, it is b ter to deVelop a general Electronics/Electrical Technology

Program and,provide options to the general program. This strategy provides

the students with a flexible technical bas for their careers and also

facilitates institutional change as technrcal changes and local needs are

redefined.



'A critical ingredient in a program is the need to have instructors
with the work experience in electronics/electrical engineering or tech-
nology. In two year college programs academic requirements should
include a B.S. degree in the engineering or technology, Administrators
should encourage faculty to maintain their skill in the technology and pro-
vide financial support for professional development. Outside work or
consulting with local industries should be encouraged because such work
provides an essential link between industry and the college,

Some criteria to develop,two yea evel technology programs are:

:rhe program s uld target an area of the electronics/electrical tech-
nology industrial pectrum. It is difficult to create a quality program that
encompasses all aspectt,of the technology (product development, manufacturing
and servicing). t.

2. Instructional staff should be competent in electronics, having suit-
able work experience in. the targeted area. Academic qualification preferably
Should include a B.S. in engineering or technology.

3. An industrial adVisory committee should be an operational part of the
program frominception.

4. An Engineering Technology program should stress fundamentals in mathe-
matics, science (Physics), and computer. programming. Technology programs
whose emphasis is manufacturing and repair scan reduce or modlY the
mathematics and science coursesdto suit the level of the targ6t technology.

S. Coie-electronics courses must provide hands on laboratories. The
emphasis shoOld be on interKetation of results, written communications of
the experiment, and use of the equipment.

6. Course work and tests should be'problem oriented. The level of the
plems should be maintained at.the level of the mathematics of the program.

7. Communication courses incruding technical writing should be included as
par; of the program andintegrated into the laboratory reports.

8. LaboraWy,equipment should parallel that used in industfy. 'The equipment
learning sequence should progress from very basic equipment in the first term
and gradually becohe more, sophisticated.

9. ,Specialization courses in the last year should be directed to the most
likely employmer opportunities available in the localwarea.

10. Cooperative eduNition could be used to supplement the areas of
specialization, especially in areas where the equipment cost is prohibitive.

Training programs are typically one year or less and are characterized by
their intense and specialized focus. Some criteria for developing such'
programs are as follows:

1. The program should target narrow areas of specialization.. The length of
the program must be analyzed fobs desired content and'the level of the

\starting student.



2. The program should be developed in conjunction with local industrial'

needs, preferably this should directly _involve specific.companies.

3. Equipment used in-training should emulate the task to'be done in
industry.

.

.

4. Only the,essentials of the technology should be stressed. Much of the

program is developed on 'how to' rather than 'why.' Problem solving is
directly related to thettopic and involves logic deduCtion rather than

,

mathematic skills. . e ,

5. Instructors needdio have industrial background-in the area of
specialization. Technical' school graduates-would, in most cases, ppssess
adequate academic qualifications to instruct at this-level.

ti
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Technical Careers in Electronics
and ,

'Requirements_for Electronics Associate Degree Programs

There are three'optiens in technical careers in electronics that exist,

Electrical Engineeringqechnol9gy, Electronics Technology, and Electr ?nics

Manufacturing Technology, each requires different psychomotor skills and

mat ematics/science (nowfedge levels. Educational programs for preparing

persons for these options have traditiotally been single programsl'i:e,:all

encompassing. However, trends in automation, computer aided designand
4

diagnostics, are creating so,large a body of knowledge that there is need

for more tpecialized.curricula. 'Oneicomprehensive program cannot deliver

the necessary educationto prepare persons for all three options due to

the constraints placed upon an associate degree 'program..

Electronics Engineering Technology,

Electronic Engineering Technology curricula are typically two year

college level prograMs. These programs', in general, provide transfer

options into Baccalaureate Engineering Technology degree programs. Most
. ,
. ..

, ,

gtaduates of Engineering TechnolOgi,assist engineers in designing and testing

new products. These programs have-an algebra,,trigonometry, and elementary
1

calculus base.
ti

.16

It is imperative. that ElectronicEngineerfng Technology programs closely

resemble the actual task to be required in the engineering laboratory. En-
,

gineering tasks are becomihg more complex and the tools required to develop

products are.likewise more-complex. The trend/is to-.design new products by

providing, the initial design using-'computer aided analysis and modeling rather

than Making a series df prototypes and debugging them. The 'few prototypes

made will still be debugged and modified by the engineering technician. At

8
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this point of the product development the technician will be involved with

rather sophisticated testing equipment.- The technician may also be responsi-
.

ble for some testing software, shcematic (CAD) modification and other computer

level entries.

New programs in engineering technology shouid includ ?digital electronici

and microprocessor interfacing as part of the core. Digital courses should

come early in the program to provide parallel og and. digital learning.

paths. Higher level compUper programming shouT liote'as early,as possible.

Computer application should be included in all coee.and many of the

specialization courses -as is apOopriate. Specialization and corecoutses

should providindepth coverage (with problem solving and laboratory reportli.

rather than trying to cover a multitude of topics. Specialization should

heavily emphasize the equipment and procedures,used to test and develop

electronic products.

ElectronicsTechnoiogy

Electronics Technology curricula designed for servicing technicians

vary from one year to two years. The programs, that are designed to meet

. 4
the. needs of the service segment of the'electronics'induitrys should.

provide a well rounded but not necessarily indepth understanding of ele-
,

tronics, develgp mechanical skills, and teach oral comm;lcation skills.

The mathematics level should provide.sYfficient algebra and trigonometry to

'-develop the understanding in the core electronics courses. Calculus is not

required but statistics,would be use'ful. Specialization courses should

involve complete system troubleshooting ttrategies, mechanical disassembly

and reassembly of equipment, and use of diagnostic aids and equipment. The'

Program should also involve managemenecodrses which may fosgs, on sales and

N6
service organization. Graduates of servicing type programs are typically

9
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placed in field repair, manufacturing representative, central repair!,

sales, and installation positions. Large market areas in which these posi-

tions,occur ire computers, computer.peripheralautomated equipment, and

consumer electronict.

Servicing of electronic equipment at the customers site is becoming

less techniCal'as more new products designed provide self diagnostics. The

diagnostics identify the source of the problem, frequently with little

human intervention. The milvtask of the field service technician is to

bring the equipment 'up' [repair] as rapidly as p ssible; The technician

should ,understandie equipMent at a systems le4e and project this confi-

dence to the' customer. Additionally, field modi ication of equipment may

be handled by field service technician'.

Tehniciins in central repair locations typically troubleshoot the

failed unit ;;;brid in the field and replace the failed components. Bench.

servicing technicians are typically equipped with dedicated test equipment,

which to various degrees, guipes the technician to the faipty component. Other

tasks may, include statistical failure, reporting modification of boards, and

setting up guided fault analysis on the dedicated test equipmeni. eonsumer
ft

tlectronics servicing in areas such as computerst'video tape recorders, etc.

is expanding but specialization courses stressing this area should specifically

target the products. r

4

Electronics Manufatturing Technology

-An Electronic Manufacturing Technician's' major involvement will be in

reconfiguring machipes, maintenance, automatic testing and

quality control. Curricula targeting electronic manufacturing AchnoIogy

should provide a broad background in electro-mechanical cOre: These core
1

courses should include basic DC and AC, electrical machines, digital circuits,

manufacturing processes and planning, mechanics and fluids. Computer

10
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programming courses involving higher-level language such as BASIC, and numerical,

machine control languages such as APT should be part of the core. Mathematics

should provide applied algebra and trigonometry to support the core and

specialized courses. An applied statistics course shOuldalso be includid

in the mathematics sequence. Specialization courses in electroniC instru-

mentation, instrument and computer interfacing, process control and robotics

shouid be part of,the curricylum. Specialized curricula in robotics should

,be carefully evaluated relative to the local industrial needs.

a
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E rance Requirements for Technician Education

Career planning begins at-an early stage 'in life. Although One can

.almost always switch careers, it is important that one does thorough,plan-

ning during the early stages of high school concerning a career path. A
.

careerhigh school student can prepare to receive care oriented training through

choosing'the:proper-high school course of study. Because technical education

and training in the future'wilT require e-mathematkal foundation as well as
. * ,

40
communication skills, it is tinportcanto to plan high school co

turses
which

include those subjects. ti

The mathematics level required for entrance to a technology programvq.

generally: Algebra I, Algebra Il, and Kane Geometry. The knowledgAr

Algebra is a necesarybtool in solving applied techwalkgy problealsNsand under-1

standing mathematical justifications. A backgrobnd in Plane Geometry is

useful for conceptualizing diagrammatic representations.

Communication skills, both written and oral, are of importance to the

individual embarking on a technical career. The technician must be Ole to

communicate with peers, as well as with laypeople who do nothavi techniial

knowledge: Good writing skills.are necessary.to present technical fdeas in

the form of a technical report ora general technical paper. Those skills

are usually developed further at, the post secondary level, but can be

acquired in high school.
t

It is &common misconception among high school students,,that if they

are not interestedin courses that stress reading 'and writing, that they

should pursue.a technical career rather than a career in the arts or

social sciences. A technician spends a significant amount of time writing

reports and preparing presentations. IA service technician also interacts with

the cu;i>r. A technician must have exceptional writing and verbal skills,

and be skiTled in human relations.'



CAREER AWARENESS

=14

High school guidance counselors are certain; primary contact persons for

researchingtveer paths. In.additiorloto the various act:J*10es arranged at
the high schoOl;'sfudents

stiould participate in both forgAliand informalt

programs of 1s al ebliegesiand universities, profeitiAl

organizations, and special groups, such as, the, "Explorer" program offered,

by the Boy ScoUts,of America. fhe:IExplorer" progioprovides 'career

awareness by involving the participant
of 'thethe daily activities ottieSP.

(

professional. t

r

Professional societies such as the P.E. (Professfonai
Engineering) Society,.

the I,E.E.E: (Institute of Electrital and Electronics Engineers), and.oth'ers

are offering various, programs on the local _level to introduce high-school
students to the professions. Finally, students can contact local industrial
firths,. and arrange for visits and'discussions with preessional personnel.t6*
achieve a better

awareness*of theirpotential career choices.'

4.4
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